
 
Lo: Looking for effective writing. 

What does a good piece of writing do? 
 
Had she not been so immersed in her search, sifting the shells through her fingers, she 
would have noticed the dark grey bank of cloud rolling in from the Atlantic. She would have 
noticed the white horses gathering out at sea and the tide moving remorselessly in to cover 
the rocks between her and Boat Cove. When the clouds cut off the warmth from the sun as 
evening came on and the sea turned grey, she shivered with cold and put on her sweater and 
jeans. She did look up then and saw the angry sea, but she saw no threat in that and did not 
look back over her shoulder to Boat Cove. She was aware that time was running out so she 
went down on her knees again and dug feverishly in the sand. She had to collect thirty more 
shells.  
 
It was the baleful sound of the foghorn somewhere out at sea beyond Gunnards Head that 
at last forced Cherry to take some account of the incoming tide. She looked for the rocks 
she would have to clamber over to reach Boat Cove again and the winding track that would 
take her up to the cliff path and safety, but they were gone. Where they should have been, 
the sea was already driving in against the cliff face. She was cut off. In a confusion of 
wonder and fear she looked out to sea at the heaving ocean that moved in towards her, 
seeing it now as a writhing grey monster breathing its fury on the rocks with every pounding 
wave.  
 
Still Cherry did not forget her shells, but wrapping them inside her towel she tucked them 
into her sweater and waded out through the surf towards the rocks. If she timed it right, 
she reasoned, she could scramble back over them and into the Cove as the surf retreated. 
She reached the first of the rocks without too much difficulty; the sea here seemed to be 
protected from the force of the ocean by the rocks further out. Holding fast to the first 
rock she came to and with the sea up around her waist, she waited for the next incoming 
wave to break and retreat. The wave was unexpectedly impotent and fell limply on the rocks 
around her. She knew her moment had come and took it. She was not to know that piling up 
far out at sea was the first of the giant storm waves that had gathered several hundred 
miles out in the Atlantic, bringing with it all the momentum and violence of the deep ocean. 
 
 

Remember:  
V= vocabulary- ‘wow’ verbs & adjectives.  
C=connectives- however, while, as, meanwhile, despite, although.  
O= openers- different openings to sentences ‘’-ly’, ‘-ing’ and ‘-ed’ words like amazed, thoughtfully, 
shaking with fear.  
P=punctuation- !?;:,-() 
Short sentences for impact and pace. 
Long sentences for description. 
 
 


